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ABSTRACT

Recently, analytical reproducibility in scientific research has been a keenly discussed topic within scientific research organizations and acknowledged as an important and fundamental goal to strive for. Scientific studies published recently have found that irreproducibility is widely prevalent within the research community even after releasing data openly. At Bielefeld University, nine research project groups from varied disciplines have embarked on a ‘reproducibility’ journey by collaborating on the Conquaire project as case study partners. This paper introduces the Conquaire project. In particular, we describe the goals and objectives of the project as well as the underlying system architecture that relies on a DCVS system for storing data and on continuous integration principles to foster data quality. We describe a first prototype implementation of the system and discuss a running example to illustrate the functionality and behaviour of the system.
1. INTRODUCTION

Reproducibility of scientific research is an essential principle within science. Scientific results should stand the scrutiny of the research community and should be verifiable by peers. In practice, however, reproducing or confirming previous research results can be a major challenge. In fact, meta-studies in psychology, medicine and also computer science have documented the challenges involved therein and they have empirically shown that the success rate in reproduction of research results is low.

A low success rate in reproducibility has been particularly observed in psychology. A recent study has shown that only 39% of published studies can be regarded as being reproducible\(^1\). In pharmaceutical research, success rates are even lower at around 18% for clinical trials\(^2\) second phase. Nature's most recent survey\(^3\) carried out among 1,576 scientists has revealed that in more than 70% of the cases researchers fail to reproduce the experiments of other scientists. Even further, they are not unable to reproduce their own experiments in around half of the cases.

Failure to reproduce scientific results can have many reasons. For instance, the differences can be due to the experimental setup, the measurement methods used, the scientific equipment, the calibration of scientific instrumentation or simply due to different samples of the population under study which are seldom directly comparable.

An important step in the generation of scientific results lies in the computational analysis of the primary data or derived secondary data. In most cases, software packages (such as SPSS, R, Excel, SAS, Stata) are used in this part of the process to test a hypotheses by performing some computational or statistical analysis on the derived primary data. We will refer to this part of the process as "analytical phase". Complete reproducibility of an experiment can be extremely difficult. However, reproducing the "analytical phase" seems more feasible as it would essentially require access to the primary and/or derived data as well as to the analytical tools used by the researchers to derive some result.

Thus, it looks feasible to strive for a more reduced version of reproducibility that we will refer to as "analytical reproducibility" in order to ensure that a third party researcher could reproduce the computational/statistical analysis performed on derived data to yield a particular conclusion, thereby being able to independently verify the results and research hypothesis. This would be a significant step in our view towards supporting reproducibility in research. However, the mere
availability of data is not enough to ensure analytical reproducibility. In order to be able to reproduce an analysis, the data needs to be of high quality, in the sense that it does not contain syntactic or semantic errors, is well documented, and the script or code that was used to analyze the data is also openly available.

2. CONQUAIRE PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The core objective of the CONQUAIRE (Continuous Quality control for research data to ensure Reproducibility) project is to support research reproducibility by extending the technical infrastructure available at Bielefeld University with the underlying goal of creating a generalized research data management system (RDMS) to manage the data and scripts for publications so that other research institutions can adopt it. In order to support researchers in meeting the open data and open research standards, the goal of the Conquaire project is to develop an infrastructure and framework that can support scientists towards achieving analytical reproducibility. One of the project goals is to enumerate the steps researchers can take in order to ensure that their scientific data, the scripts and the associated computational analyses can be of value long after the research project has concluded. Over the past few years, there have been numerous publications on the challenges in the field of data sharing, open data, analytical research, reproducibility, privacy, etc.

Within the Conquaire project, we are concerned with developing an institutional infrastructure that supports reaching "analytical reproducibility". At the heart of the Conquaire project is the requirement of ensuring that researchers deposit their data, code etc. in a version control system that supports tracking versions of code and data and labelling snapshots with persistent identifiers. Snapshots in this sense are important versions such as the one submitted to a journal for reviewing. However, storage and versioning are not enough. In order to ensure reproducibility by others, several desiderata need to be met:

- researchers need to make their research data available in some common format so that others can download and inspect the data.
- data needs to be syntactically valid according to common open format standards.
• data needs to be sufficiently documented so that third parties can understand the exact conditions under which the experiments were carried out and each data element needs to be sufficiently documented to understand its semantics.
• the analytical procedures for data processing need to be made available together with the research data.
• an independent researcher or analyst needs to be able to rerun the analytical procedures to independently verify the results reported in the paper.
• The computational tools used by the researcher must be free/libre software that is publicly available for everyone to use.

The crucial aspect of the above-mentioned points are monitoring data quality (e.g. syntactic validity), adherence to best practices of the community, passing semantic integrity tests, etc. Our goal in the Conquaire project is to foster an agile approach to research data management in which data quality is continuously monitored and ensured right from the start of the research cycle. So far, in most scientific projects, publishing data and making results available is typically only an afterthought and is typically done only when the research is actually finished and results have been published in a written article. In general, once the research project has concluded, there is understandably very little motivation for researchers to invest in subsequent data management to make their analysis and results reproducible by others.

Therefore, in Conquaire, we intend to move data publication to the heart of the research process, creating incentives for a researcher to make their papers "executable" and "reproducible" right from the start of their research process. Our objective is to support researchers with the appropriate workflows and incentive mechanisms that support them in this task. We envision the following: Researchers create a version control system repository for their research project and build their research work on our envisioned infrastructure, which will be simplified to the extreme by allowing to do this via GUIs, shielding them from the technical aspects. By creating a research project, a basic folder structure will be created consisting of (i) documentation, (ii) data and (iii) analysis. These folders will correspondingly contain the main elements needed for analytical reproducibility, as mentioned above. At all stages, the researchers will get a visual representation of the status of the project towards achieving full analytical reproducibility, with indication of actions to be performed to achieve the status of full analytical reproducibility also with indication of which quality test the data has passed.
Full reproducibility will be only achieved if an independent third party confirms that the results of the analytical procedures run on the data provided actually return the results as described in a given paper. Beyond the technical hosting support we provide, there are clear incentives for researchers to take part in this. One important incentive for a researcher during the project will be the support in ensuring data quality in the workflow and ensuring that the data follows certain constraints from the very beginning of their research project. A further incentive for case study partners participating in the Conquaire project is the fact that they deeply care about analytical reproducibility, want to learn best practices that can help them improve their research workflow and want to manage their research shared with third parties or interdisciplinary groups within their fields. This is a deeper incentive system that will help them collaborate as responsible researchers than using superficial incentives like a reward system of badges, ranking, upvoting, or a points-based system for certain tasks or milestones achieved as part of the gamification concept.

Finally, for a researcher, third party verification and validation (supported through a version control system, VCS) will help to ensure that there are no hidden or unwarranted assumptions, nor flaws in data collection, analysis, etc. This will contribute to higher quality research results that researchers strive for.

In this paper, we briefly describe the first version of the Conquaire architecture and the type of quality checks and standards it supports by default. We then present a simple proof-of-concept implementation that illustrates the process. We conclude by highlighting future developments and briefly describe our collaboration with the research projects that we intend to support within the project as case study partners.

3. CASE STUDIES

The central idea of the Conquaire project is the close cooperation with nine partner projects who serve as case studies to define requirements and constantly test the system during the software development cycle. The following table showcases the interdisciplinary scientific research fields vis-à-vis the software, data formats and other project tools used by the project partners:

| Partner discipline | Biology, Computer Science, Applied Computational Linguistics, Neurobiology, Sports Science, Neurocognitive Psychology, Atmospheric & |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Python (Pandas), R-lang, C, C++, Matlab, SPSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCS</td>
<td>Git, SVN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data formats</td>
<td>CSV, XLS, XML, JSON, JPEG, MP4, EAF (ELAN annotated files)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercomputing</td>
<td>HPC cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data storage</td>
<td>Dropbox, Sciebo[^1], private servers, backup drives, etc..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Software tools and data formats used by the project partners.

Our discussions with the partners provide us with insights on the challenges faced by them with respect to data exchange between collaborators. Like-minded research projects that are collaborating on the same research problem would like to share some data between themselves, especially their preliminary research observations or analysed output files. Currently, this is a challenge as there is no single infrastructure that helps them accomplish this, resulting in adhoc strategies that are neither consistent nor particularly systematic. For example, the researcher may use Dropbox to share data between the collaborating Universities, but this approach only allows them to dump a large batch of files online that does not give a researcher important information as described below:

- What values of analysed data has changed between two (or more) data dumps into Dropbox - how does that change affect the present research?
- The inability to revert or experiment with data over the research project timeframe – say, after 5 data uploads to Dropbox, if a collaborator wants to access an older (say, second) analysis for comparing data points or using it with their current work, the task of data retrieval turns into a challenging time-sink as there is no easy way to track revisions of multiple uploads.

[^1]: private servers, backup drives, etc.
The lack of timestamps and version control renders the task of tracing the timeline and reason for certain changes to the data or scripts extremely challenging in the research project's lifecycle.

Our case study partners have just commenced their research projects, hence their research data management plan (DMP) will be an ongoing one. We have started requesting them for sample data files in order to understand their data needs. Thereafter, we plan to identify common technology patterns that can be abstracted for quality checks and other standards, as done by peer Open Data groups. With respect to publishing data openly, as explained in detail in the software architecture section, we plan to integrate the Conquaire server with the existing publication repository PUB[6] at Bielefeld University.

4. CONQUAIRE ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the Conquaire system has been designed to support continuous quality control of research data. The abstract architecture, as depicted in Figure-1 (see below), assumes the researchers will commit their data and program scripts into a VCS. Besides providing a central, backed up storage for their data, the VCS comes with the advantage that data and software is versioned, so that a particular version of the data and script can be uniquely referenced. Once researchers deposit data into the VCS, the Conquaire server will analyze the data, and depending on the MIME type/extension of the data, apply some checks by invoking the Quality Control Framework. The Quality framework is essentially a middleware layer that calls different quality control procedures for certain types of data files. As a proof-of-concept, we have so far implemented a quality control procedure that performs a number of checks on CSV files (see below).

The main components of the Conquaire architecture are the following:

**GUI / Frontend:** The GUI is the visual interaction interface enabling the researcher to login and create new repositories, add data to the repository, etc.. Here, they can read and inspect the status messages displayed, for example, the quality reports from the quality control middleware to the Conquaire server (see below) that continuously monitors their repository for data changes to improve the data "readiness" for reuse.
**VCS Server**: The VCS server supports versioned storage of the data by using some standard distributed version control protocol such as Git or Mercurial that implements standard VCS functionality such as:

- Multiple "central" repositories, with a large distributed development model that uses a reference copy of the codebase as default and stores only working copies.
- A non-linear development workflow that supports rapid branching and merging with every project collaborator having a local copy of the entire development history.
- All collaborators can keep their working changes separate as additional *development branches* within the same working directory.
- Each working copy effectively functions as a remote backup of the codebase and of its change-history, protecting against data loss.
- Local operations, such as, commits, merges, and reverting changes are fast, because there is no need to communicate with a central server.
- Cryptographic support for commit history ensures that a salted hash ID for a particular version (a *commit* in VCS terms) is stored for the tree.

**Conquaire Server**: This is the heart of the Conquaire architecture. It monitors different repositories and reacts to any change(s) in the repository, such as modified files being committed or new files checked in. On the basis of the data file extension, it invokes the quality control middleware asking it to apply a certain set of checks to the given data file. Upon receiving the results from a given quality procedure, the server displays the quality report (success/ error message) to the researcher via the GUI / Frontend.

**Quality Control Middleware**: This middleware component will be pre-programmed to be "aware" of different quality control standards, the checks/ procedures registered and can pass on data to a specific procedure to perform the appropriate quality check on the data and provide continuous feedback for each data commit or file(s) committed to the VCS.

**Quality Control Services**: These are a number of quality control procedures registered at the quality control middleware to perform tests and checks on the data, then return the result to the server for storage.
Database: The database is used to store the results of all the quality control procedures performed with a timestamp of their result. It also logs and stores the messages generated by the system with information about which bugs (issues) have been solved, closed, etc..

Trusted Data Repository: Bielefeld University's institutional repository PUB\textsuperscript{6} already allows researchers to upload data publications as well as traditional publications. Both kinds of publications are assigned a persistent data object identifier (DOI) on upload, and relationships between them are recorded and exposed in the DataCite\textsuperscript{7} metadata format. Changes in bibliographic metadata are automatically tracked in the VCS. Researchers are encouraged to upload full texts and data sets to PUB, where they are stored safely: Nightly backups are stored on tape by the computing centre. Additionally, open access publications are preserved in a geographically distributed archival network called SAFE PLN\textsuperscript{8}, which runs the LOCKSS software. By the end of 2016, we will also preserve other publications including research data in SAFE PLN.

![Conquaire system architecture](image_url)

**Fig. 1:** Conquaire system architecture.
5. IMPLEMENTATION

In our first implementation of the Conquaire architecture, the components will be implemented as follows:

Front end: We will have a friendly GUI for the researchers which will provide synchronized information about their VCS commits as well as the data quality information. For example, researchers with clean data will get a badge (star rating system) that will incentivize the production and storage of clean data.

VCS Server: The backend server running a distributed VCS stores data objects which will support the non-linear development workflow of branching and merging with every project collaborator. It will store the research data submitted by the nine case study partners and communicate with message-oriented middleware infrastructure to send and receive messages within the distributed systems that is triggered when any researcher(s) checks-in data or scripts into the VCS. When a researcher makes a commit, it will email the project members the information about the checked in files. This is tracked via the explicit object packing feature in a VCS, where each commit is an object, stored in a single separate file called 'pack-file' that is compressed and a corresponding index file is created for each pack-file. The daemons and runners will continuously monitor and execute the server-side scheduling and logging process.

Conquaire Server: The server is the backend library framework that will play an active role in monitoring and controlling the data and resulting artifacts being committed into the VCS. The stateful part has logic to make process decisions and communicate with the registered members. Currently, we are in the development stage with a pre-alpha version that abstracts from the GUI and when a researcher commits the data, it will email all the project members the commit
information. Continuous integration runners monitoring the server for data commits will trigger the Quality library to perform checks and provide continuous feedback for all data changes.

**Quality Control Middleware:** The Quality monitoring server is a framework that is responsible for monitoring all the data checked in for data quality, data management, data curation, data analysis and processing. The Quality framework will monitor the project data quality for all the metadata in a pre-decided specific format that adheres to certain standards, say ISO, IETF, W3C standards etc. This will allow us to filter the data for certain basic standards for different file formats explicitly and run some standard tests.

**Conquaire Database:** The Database for the Conquaire server will not store data files, rather it will only store metadata information and information data tags in the database in a semantic data format. The daemons and message-oriented middleware monitoring the VCS server would have triggered the Quality framework to act on the file, and once the checks are complete, the information would be recorded and stored. The quality check standards for the respective research data will be provided by each case-study partner. For example, a file with an extension (say, .csv, .xml, or .eaf) will have a corresponding script codified with the standard tests that will run against the data file with the metadata stored in a graph database.

### 6. FIRST QUALITY CONTROL STRATEGY & NEXT STEPS

As a first proof-of-concept of our quality monitoring component we have implemented a tool that checks CSV files for compliance with certain best practices. The idea is that when a CSV file is committed to the VCS, the quality tests are automatically executed to ensure compliance with a number of good practices described in the “Good Enough Practices for Scientific Computing”\(^9\) and Software Carpentry\(^10\) papers. We assume that every CSV file is accompanied by a metadata schema file describing the data in the human-readable YAML format, such as “csvy”\(^11\). If this metadata file is not available, we automatically insert a template into the VCS server for the researcher to fill.
In particular, we apply checks to make sure the following:

- each column in the data has a name that appears in a dictionary (otherwise, a warning is issued to the researcher)
- the range of values is specified in the metadata file
- a textual definition of the column is available (a warning is generated if the definition is less than 5 tokens)
- a value is out of range
- we compute min, max, average and standard deviation of each column (if data is numeric)
- it infers a data type for each value and checks that all values match the datatype.

As a running example, we use the following CSV data describing Air Quality\cite{AirQualityData} in New York, with the data descriptions\cite{AirQualityDescriptions}. Assuming that an individual researcher checks in the above CSV file into the data directory of a new VCS repository, they would receive a warning message alerting them that the data has no schema. The system would automatically generate the YAML file and check it into the VCS, asking the researcher to fill the missing values into this file.

Thereafter, additional checks can be done. In particular, the system checks the file for standards adherence, say, tests the numeric values if certain attributes are out of range, tests non-numeric chars, etc.. The researcher also receives information about simple statistical (min, max, average and standard deviation) computations.

While we have not concretized our technological choices, the usage of continuous integration (CI) runners or Travis has been under consideration for the quality monitoring framework. Our architecture will rely on continuous integration hooks in the VCS server that will be used to drive the workflow for quality checks. This will enable us to develop semantic ontologies to assess the quality of the dataset which can be subjected to data mining techniques in future.
7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the Conquaire project, whose objective is to develop a generic design infrastructure to support continuous quality control of research data and enable analytical reproducibility of research results. Thusfar, we have defined the basic abstract architecture and to showcase the functionality of the Conquaire system we have provided a first implementation that outlines the behaviour of the system for a test CSV file.

We are currently working in tandem with research groups at Bielefeld University from diverse fields such as Biology, Chemistry, Psychology, Economics, Sports Science, Computer Science and Robotics. In the near future, we will elicit specific requirements from each of these project partners, set up private repositories for each research project to have a representative sample of different research projects that can guide the development of the Conquaire architecture and system to make sure that it can support more research projects and guide them towards improving the readiness-to-use of their data and also the reproducibility of their analytical workflows. The research artifacts like data, analytical workflows, tools, methods, software, publications, etc., within the Conquaire system will be linked to the trusted data repository, PUB, in order to enable the researcher to publicly share and publish their research.

The Conquaire infrastructure described in this paper is a generic design containing a pluggable set of libraries for the framework to facilitate easy adaptation, extension and reuse by other research projects. While the focus is on developing methods and tools to capture and evaluate most of the available data types, we are aware that it is practically not possible to write libraries to support every existing data format. However, the abstract infrastructure architecture facilitates the addition of plugins into the Conquaire infrastructure with minimal effort.

The Conquaire infrastructure software will be under a Free/Libre software license and it is planned to use continuous integration (CI) for building future versions of the Conquaire software itself. However, at the moment we dont know which part of the libraries proposed to be built into the
framework will be made persistent when the Conquaire project ends. The design of Conquaire will enable our case study partners the freedom to manage and decide the level of migration, maintenance and release of their research data (results, scripts, etc..) generated by their project.
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